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Sequential recommendation is a task in which one models and uses sequential information about user behavior for recommendation purposes. We study sequential recommendation in a context in which multiple individual users share a single account (i.e., they have a shared account) and in which user behavior is available in multiple domains (i.e., recommendations are cross-domain). These two characteristics bring new challenges on top of those of the traditional sequential recommendation task. First, we need to identify the behavior associated with different users and different user roles under the same account in order to recommend the right item to the right user role at the right time. Second, we need to identify behavior in one domain that might be helpful to improve recommendations in other domains.

We study shared account cross-domain sequential recommendation and propose a parallel split-join Network (PSJNet), a parallel modeling network to address the two challenges above. We use “split” to address the challenge raised by shared accounts; PSJNet learns role-specific representations and uses a gating mechanism to filter out, from mixed user behavior, information of user roles that might be useful for another domain. In addition, “join” is used to address the challenge raised by the cross-domain setting; PSJNet learns cross-domain representations by combining the information from “split” and then transforms it to another domain. We present two variants of PSJNet: PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II. PSJNet-I is a “split-by-join” framework that splits the mixed representations to get role-specific representations and joins them to obtain cross-domain representations at each timestamp simultaneously. PSJNet-II is a “split-and-join” framework that first splits role-specific representations at each timestamp, and then the representations from all timestamps and all roles are joined to obtain cross-domain representations. We concatenate the in-domain and cross-domain representations to compute a recommendation score for each item. Both PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II can simultaneously generate recommendations for two domains where user behavior in two domains is synchronously shared at each timestamp.

We use two datasets to assess the effectiveness of PSJNet. The first dataset is a simulated shared account cross-domain sequential recommendation dataset obtained by randomly merging the Amazon logs from different users in the movie and book domains. The second dataset is a real-world shared account cross-domain sequential recommendation dataset built from smart TV watching logs of a commercial organization. Our experimental results demonstrate that PSJNet outperforms state-of-the-art sequential recommendation baselines in terms of MRR and Recall.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is hard to apply traditional recommendation methods such as, e.g., collaborative filtering (CF)-based methods \cite{55} or matrix factorization (MF)-based models \cite{32, 28}, in recommendation scenarios in which user profiles may be absent. This happens when users are not logged in or the recommender
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This paper is a substantially extended version of \cite{42}. The additions are three-fold. First, we unify the parallel modeling framework introduced in \cite{42} into the PSJNet architecture introduced in this paper and propose a new model PSJNet-II that improves the performance over previous proposals (π-Net in \cite{42} corresponds to PSJNet-I in this paper). Second, we build a new dataset for shared account cross-domain sequential recommendation by simulating shared account characteristics on a public dataset. Third, we carry out more experiments to test PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II. More than half of the experiments reported in this paper were not in \cite{42} and all relevant result tables and figures are either new additions to the article or report new results.
field of natural language processing. Motivated by this, recent studies have introduced recurrent neural networks (RNNs) into SR [26, 44, 9] and today RNN-based models have been widely adopted in the context of SR. Various RNN architectures have been proposed to enhance SR, e.g., to make SRs context-aware [37], personalized [50], or deal with repeat behavior [52]. However, so far RNN-based methods focus on a single domain and none simultaneously considers the shared account and cross-domain scenarios.

In this paper, we study SR in a particularly challenging context, shared account cross-domain sequential recommendation (SAC-SR). In this context multiple individual users share a single account (i.e., they have a shared account) and user behavior is recorded in multiple domains (i.e., recommendations should be cross-domain). In the shared account setting multiple users take on multiple ‘user roles’ under the same account, where user roles do not necessarily represent specific users. For example, in the smart TV recommendation scenario depicted in Figure 1, members of a family correspond to different user roles, e.g., “parents”, “children”, and they share a single account to watch videos.

The existence of shared accounts makes it harder to generate relevant recommendations, because the behavior of multiple user roles is mixed together. Since, user roles are latent, they do not have to be consistent with the real number of people in a family. We consider user roles instead of users because we assume that relevance of a recommendation depends on user’s role, not on their individual identity as a user.

We consider the cross-domain task because it is a common phenomenon in practice: users use different platforms to access domain-specific services in daily life. For example, many smart TV platforms use different channels to provide different services, e.g., a video channel (domain) that offers movies or TV series and an educational channel that offers educational material, as depicted in Figure 1. User behavior in one domain may be helpful for improving recommendations in another domain [70, 28] because user behavior in different domains may reflect similar user interests. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, videos like “Mickey Mouse” in the video domain might help to predict the next item “School House Fun” in the educational domain because they reflect the same interest in the Disney cartoon character “Mickey Mouse” presumably by a child in this family. Although leveraging user behavior information from another domain may provide useful information to help improve the recommendation performance, this type of transfer is non-trivial because the behavior of multiple user roles is mixed and this may introduce noise. This raises an interesting challenge, namely how to identify behavior from one domain that might be helpful to improve recommendations in other domains while minimizing the impact of noisy information?

In prior work that focuses on shared accounts, a common approach is to capture user interests by extracting latent features from high-dimensional spaces that describe the relationships among user roles under the same account [63, 83]. And in prior work on the cross-domain task, one common solution is to aggregate information from two domains [24, 27], while another is to transfer knowledge from the source domain to the target domain [84]. These methods cannot be directly applied to SAC-SR: either important sequential characteristics of SR are largely ignored or they rely on explicit user ratings, which are usually unavailable in SR. We have introduced an architecture (π-Net) that addresses the above issues by simultaneously generating recommendations for two domains where user behavior from two domains is synchronously shared at each timestamp [42].

In this work, we generalize over π-Net with a more general framework, the Parallel Split-Join Network (Parallel Split-Join Network (PSJNet)), that introduces the “split” and “join” concepts to address the shared account and cross-domain characteristics in SAC-SR. “Split” is used to identify behavior of different user roles, where we employ a gating mechanism to extract, from mixed user behavior, role-specific representations containing information of user roles that might be useful for another domain. “Join” is used to discriminate and combine useful user behavior; we learn cross-domain representations by combining the information from “split” and then adopting it to another domain.

Specifically, PSJNet is organized in four main modules, a sequence encoder, a split unit, a join unit, and a hybrid recommendation decoder. The sequence encoder module encodes the current sequence of mixed user behavior from each domain into a sequence of in-domain representations. Then, depending on how “split” and “join” are implemented, we present two PSJNet variants, PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II. PSJNet-I, which corresponds to π-Net, employs a “Split-by-Join” scheme where it splits the mixed representations to get role-specific representations and joins them to get cross-domain representations at each timestamp simultaneously. We reformulate the shared account filter unit (SFU) and the cross-domain transfer unit (CFU) in π-Net as a split-by-join unit in PSJNet-I. The split-by-join unit does exactly the same thing as SFU and CFU. PSJNet-II employs a “Split-and-Join” scheme, where it first splits role-specific representations at each timestamp, and then the representations from all timestamps and all roles are joined to obtain cross-domain representations. For both variants, “split” and “join” are operated in a parallel recurrent way, which means that they can synchronously share information across both domains at each timestamp. Finally, the hybrid recommendation decoder module estimates the recommendation scores for each item based on the information from both domains, i.e., the in-domain representations from the target domain and the cross-domain representations from the complementary domain. During learning, PSJNet is jointly trained on two domains in an end-to-end fashion.

To assess the effectiveness of PSJNet, we need datasets that exhibit both shared account and cross-domain characteristics. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such real-world dataset that is publicly available. We construct two datasets for SAC-SR. The first dataset is a simulated SAC-SR dataset obtained by randomly merging the logs from different users in the movie and book domains from a well-known Amazon dataset. Although the dataset satisfies our experimental requirements, merged user behavior is not realistic. Therefore,
we build a second dataset from smart TV watching logs of a commercial company, which is a real-world SAC-SR scenario. We release both datasets to facilitate future research. We carry out extensive experiments on both datasets. The experimental results show that PSJNet outperforms state-of-the-art baselines in terms of MRR and Recall. We also conduct ablation studies to show that the proposed parallel “split” and “join” schemes are effective and useful for SAC-SR.

The additional contributions of this paper compared to our previous work [42] are:

• We present the PSJNet framework, which introduces the “split” and “join” concepts to address the shared account and cross-domain characteristics of SAC-SR.
• We reformulate the previous proposal $\pi$-Net as PSJNet-I within the PSJNet framework, and propose a variant PSJNet-II that further improves the performance.
• We carry out experiments on two datasets for SAC-SR. One is constructed by simulating shared account characteristics on a public dataset, the other is a real-world dataset. We conduct additional experiments on these two datasets to show the effectiveness of the two PSJNet variants.

II. RELATED WORK

We consider three types of related work: sequential recommendations, shared account recommendations, and cross-domain recommendations.

A. Sequential recommendation

It is hard to capture sequential dynamics in recommendation scenarios with classical recommendation methods such as MF- or CF-based methods. Instead, dedicated methods have been developed for SR or next basket recommendation.

1) Traditional methods

The traditional approaches for SR are mostly based on MCs [56] or MDPs [56] to predict a user’s next action given their last action [69]. Zimdars et al. [85] are the first to propose MCs for web page recommendation. They investigate how to extract sequential patterns to learn the next state using probabilistic decision-tree models. To further improve the performance, Shani et al. [56] propose an MDP-based recommendation method, where the next recommendation can be computed through the transition probabilities among items. To combine the advantages of MF and MC-based methods, Rendle et al. [54] propose a method based on personalized transition graphs over an underlying MC. The proposed method subsumes both a common MC and the normal MF model. Chen et al. [8] take playlists as an MC, and propose logistic Markov embeddings to learn representations of songs for playlist prediction. Lu et al. [39] argue that source domain data is not always consistent with the observations in the target domain, which may misguide the target domain recommendation. They propose a criterion based on empirical prediction error and its variance to better capture the consistency across domains in CF settings.

All of the MC or MDP-based sequential recommendation methods mentioned above show improvements by modeling sequential dynamics. A major limitation they share is that they can only consider a very short sequence (e.g., the most recent five items in [56]), because the state space quickly becomes unmanageable when taking long sequences into account [51].

2) Deep learning-based methods

Recently, RNNs have been devised to model variable-length sequential data [79, 16, 68, 59, 5, 50, 76, 73]. Hidasi et al. [26] are the first to apply RNNs to sequential recommendation and achieve significant improvements over traditional methods. They utilize session-parallel mini-batch training and employ ranking-based loss functions to train the recommendation model. In later work, they propose data augmentation techniques to improve the performance of RNNs [62].

Contextual information has proved to be very important for behavior modeling in traditional recommendations [13]. Liu et al. [37] incorporate contextual information into SR and propose a context-aware RNN model. Instead of using the constant input matrix and transition matrix from conventional RNN models, their CA-RNN employs adaptive matrices. The authors use context-specific input matrices to capture external conditions under which user behavior happens, such as time, location, and weather. They also use context-specific transition

Fig. 1: The smart TV scenario provides a natural example of shared account cross-domain sequential recommendation (SAC-SR). Here, members of a family (the “user roles”) share the same account. The video domain contains various movies, TV series, cartoons, etc. The education domain contains educational programs and technical tutorials, etc. Boxed items reflect similar user interests. Red lines show the interactions and connections between user behavior in the two domains.
matrices to capture how the length of time intervals between adjacent behavior in historical sequences affects the transition of global sequential features. Tang and Wang [63] propose a convolutional sequence embedding recommendation model for personalized top-n sequential recommendation to address the more recent items where they argue that more recent items in a sequence have a larger impact on the next item. Kang and Mcauley [31] propose a self-attention based sequential model to capture both the long-term semantics and relatively few actions. Li et al. [35] explicitly model the timestamps of interactions to explore the influence of time intervals on next item prediction. Luo et al. [41] predict the intent of the current session by investigating neighborhood sessions. Wang et al. [66] develop a next-item recommendation framework empowered by sequential hypergraphs.

More recently, Li et al. [44] propose a transformer-based structured intent-aware model that first extracts intents from sequential contexts, and then adopts an intent graph to capture the correlations among user intents. Wang et al. [71] consider user-item relationships at the finer granularity of user intents and generate disentangled representations. Zhang et al. [82] highlight the importance of recommender retraining research and formulate the sequential retraining process as an optimizable problem. Wu et al. [75] explore self-supervised learning on a user-item graph to improve the accuracy and robustness for recommendation. Wang et al. [74] explore intents behind a user-item interaction by using auxiliary item knowledge.

Memory enhanced RNNs have been well studied for SR recently [10]. Wang et al. [67] propose a RNN model with two parallel memory modules: one to model a user’s own information in the current sequence and the other to exploit collaborative information in neighborhood sequences [29].

B. Shared account recommendation

Most recommender systems assume that an account in the data represents a single user. However, multiple users often share a single account. A typical example is a smart TV account for the whole family.

Previous approaches to shared account recommendations typically first identify users and then make personalized recommendations [65] [83]. Zhang et al. [80] are the first to study user identification, in which they use linear subspace clustering algorithms; they recommend the union of items that are most likely to be rated highly by each user. Bajaj and Shekhar [3] propose a similarity-based channel clustering method to group similar channels for IPTV accounts, and they use the Apriori algorithm to separate users that are merged under a single account. After that, they use personal profiles to recommend additional channels to the account. Wang et al. [74] assume that different users consume services in different periods. They decompose users based on mining different interests over different time periods from consumption logs. Finally, they use a standard User-KNN method to generate recommendations for each identified user. Jiang et al. [30] propose an unsupervised learning-based framework to identify users and differentiate the interests of users and group sessions by users. They construct a heterogeneous graph to represent items and use a normalized random walk to create item-based session embeddings. A hybrid recommender is then proposed that linearly combines the account-level and user-level item recommendation by employing Bayesian personalized ranking matrix factorization [53].

C. Cross-domain recommendation

Cross-domain recommendation concerns data from multiple domains, which has proven to be helpful for alleviating the cold start problem [2] [4] and data sparsity issues [35] [48]. There is an assumption that there exists overlap in information between users and/or items across different domains [17].

1) Traditional methods

There are two main ways for dealing with cross-domain recommendations [18]. One is to aggregate knowledge between two domains. Tang et al. [64] propose a cross-domain topic learning model to address three challenges in cross-domain collaboration recommendation: sparse connections (cross-domain collaborations are rare); complementary expertise (cross-domain collaborators often have different expertise and interest) and topic skewness (cross-domain collaboration topics are focused on a subset of topics). Do et al. [14] propose to discover both explicit and implicit similarities from latent factors across domains based on matrix tri-factorization. Chen et al. [7] exploit the users and items shared between domains as a bridge to link different domains by embedding all users and items into a low-dimensional latent space between different domains. Liu et al. [38] utilize both MF and an attention mechanism for fine-grained modeling of user preferences; the overlapping cross-domain user features are combined through feature fusion.

The other approach to cross-domain recommendation is to transfer knowledge from the source domain to the target domain. Hu et al. [28] propose tensor-based factorization to share latent features between different domains. Doan and Sahebi [15] propose a transition-based cross-domain collaborative filtering method to capture both within- and between-domain transitions of user feedback sequences. Zhang et al. [81] propose a method that not only transfers an item’s learned latent factors, but also selectively transfers user’s latent factors.

2) Deep learning-based methods

Deep learning is well suited to transfer learning as it can learn high-level abstractions among different domains [47] [19] [43]. Hu et al. [27] propose a model using a cross-stitch network [46] to learn complex user-item interaction relationships based on neural collaborative filtering [24]. Zhuang et al. [84] propose a novelty-seeking model to fully characterize users’ novelty-seeking trait so as to obtain a better performance across domains. Wang et al. [70] are the first to introduce the problem of cross-domain social recommendations; they combine user-item interactions in information domains (such as online travel planning) and user-user connections in social network services (such as Facebook or Twitter) to recommend relevant items of information domains to target users of social domains; user and item attributes are leveraged to strengthen the embedding learning. Chen et al. [6] apply multi-level graph convolutions to a cross-platform account matching task.
Xia et al. [77] model session-based data as a hypergraph and propose a hypergraph convolutional network to improve the performance of session-based recommendation. Guo et al. [21] also propose a graph-based solution to model multiple associations and structure-aware domain knowledge.

Although the methods proposed in the studies listed above have been proven to be effective in many applications, they either cannot be applied to sequential recommendations or do not consider the shared account or cross-domain characteristics. In our previous work, we have proposed \( \pi \)-Net in order to address shared account and cross-domain characteristics in sequential recommendations by extracting information of different user roles under the same account and transferring it to a complementary domain at each timestamp \([42]\). In this work, we present a more general framework called SAC-SR: \( \pi \)-Net can be viewed as a particular instantiation of SAC-SR and we propose another instantiation that further improves the recommendation performance over \( \pi \)-Net.

### III. Method

In this section, we first provide a formulation of the SAC-SR problem. Then, we introduce SAC-SR and describe two instantiations of the framework. For each variant, we first give a high-level introduction and describe each component in detail.

#### A. Shared account cross-domain sequential recommendation

We represent a cross-domain behavior sequence (e.g., watching videos, reading books) from a shared account as \( S = \{A_1, B_1, B_2, \ldots, A_i, \ldots, B_j, \ldots\} \), where \( A_i \in \mathbb{A} \) (1 \( \leq i \leq N \)) is the index of a single consumed item in domain \( A \); \( \mathbb{A} \) is the set of all items in domain \( A \); \( B_j \in \mathbb{B} \) (1 \( \leq j \leq M \)) is the index of a single consumed item in domain \( B \); \( \mathbb{B} \) is the set of all items in domain \( B \); and \( N \) and \( M \) are the number of items in the sequences from domain \( A \) and \( B \), respectively. Given \( S \), SAC-SR tries to predict the next item by computing the recommendation probabilities for all candidates in two domains respectively, as shown in Eq. \ref{eq1}:

\[
\begin{align*}
P(A_{i+1} | S) & \sim f_A(S) \\
P(B_{j+1} | S) & \sim f_B(S),
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( P(A_{i+1} | S) \) denotes the probability of recommending the item \( A_{i+1} \) that will be consumed next in domain \( A \). Also, \( f_A(S) \) is the model or function used to estimate \( P(A_{i+1} | S) \). Similar definitions apply to \( P(B_{j+1} | S) \) and \( f_B(S) \).

The main differences between SAC-SR and traditional SR are two-fold. First, in SAC-SR, \( S \) is generated by multiple users (e.g., family members) while it is usually generated by a single user in SR. Second, SAC-SR considers information from both domains for the particular recommendations in one domain, i.e., \( S \) is a mixture of behavior from multiple domains. In this paper, we only consider two domains but the ideas easily generalize to multiple domains.

Next, we will describe two SAC-SR variants in detail. The key idea of SAC-SR is to learn a recommendation model that can first extract the information of some specific user roles from domain \( A \), and then transfer the information to domain \( B \), and combine it with the original information from domain \( B \) to improve the recommendation performance for domain \( B \), and vice versa. This process is achieved in a parallel way, which means that the information from both domains is shared recurrently.

#### B. Sequence encoder

Both variants of SAC-SR that we consider use the same sequence encoder. Like previous studies [26, 62, 50], we use a RNN to encode a sequence \( S \). Here, we employ two separate gated recurrent units (GRUs) as the recurrent units to encode the items from domain \( A \) and domain \( B \) respectively. And the GRU is given as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
z_t & = \sigma(W_z[emb(x_t), h_{t-1}]) \\
r_t & = \sigma(W_r[emb(x_t), h_{t-1}]) \\
\tilde{h}_t & = \tanh(W_h[emb(x_t), r_t \odot h_{t-1}]) \\
h_t & = (1 - z_t) \odot h_{t-1} + z_t \odot \tilde{h}_t,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( W_z, W_r, \) and \( W_h \) are weight matrices; \( emb(x_t) \) is the item embedding of item \( x_t \) at timestamp \( t \); and \( \sigma \) denotes the sigmoid function. The initial states of the GRUs are set to zero vectors, i.e., \( h_0 = 0 \). Through the sequence encoder we obtain \( H_A = \{h_{A_1}, h_{A_2}, \ldots, h_{A_N}\} \) for domain \( A \), and \( H_B = \{h_{B_1}, h_{B_2}, \ldots, h_{B_M}\} \) for domain \( B \). We consider the last state as the in-domain representation, i.e., \( h_A = h_{A_N} \) for domain \( A \) and \( h_B = h_{B_M} \) for domain \( B \). The in-domain representations are combined with the cross-domain representations (i.e., \( h_{(A \rightarrow B)} \) or \( h_{(B \rightarrow A)} \)) to compute the final recommendation score. In the next two subsections, we describe two SAC-SR instantiations that adopt different frameworks to learn the cross-domain representations.

#### C. PSJNet-I

In this subsection, we describe PSJNet-I in detail. PSJNet-I is a reformulation of \( \pi \)-Net \([42]\) within the PSJNet framework, where we reformulate the shared account filter unit (SFU) and the cross-domain transfer unit (CTU) as a split-by-join unit. Figure \ref{fig:2} provides an overview of PSJNet-I. PSJNet-I is a “Split-by-Join” framework; it gets the role-specific representations from the mixed user behavior and simultaneously joins them at each timestamp. Then the representations are transformed to another domain as cross-domain representations. PSJNet-I consists of three main components: (1) a sequence encoder (see Section \ref{sec:3.2}), (2) a split-by-join unit (see this subsection), and (3) a hybrid recommendation decoder (see Section \ref{sec:3.3}). The sequence encoder encodes the behavior sequences of each domain into high-dimensional hidden representations. The split-by-join unit takes each domain’s representations as input and tries to first split the representations of specific user roles, and then joins and transforms them to another domain at each timestamp \( t \). The matching decoder combines the information from both domains and generates a list of recommended items.

Under the shared account scenario, the behavior recorded under the same account is generated by different user roles. In practice, not all user roles that share the account are active in all domains. Besides, even though some user roles are active
in the same domain, they may have different interests. For example, in the smart TV scenario, children may occupy the majority of the educational channel, while adults dominate the video TV channel.

The outputs $H_A$ or $H_B$ of the sequence encoder are the mixed representations of all user roles sharing the same account. To learn role-specific representations from these mixed representations, we propose a split-by-join unit, as shown in Figure 3. The split-by-join unit can be applied bidirectionally from “domain A to domain B” and “domain B to domain A,” meaning that the information is extracted from one domain and transferred to the other domain. Here, we take the “domain A to domain B” direction and achieving recommendations in domain B as an example. To learn role-specific representations, we need to know the number of user roles under each account, which is, unfortunately, unavailable in most cases. In this work, we assume that there are $K$ latent roles $(r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_k, \ldots, r_K)$ under each account. For example, in a family account, the user roles may correspond to child, male parent, female parent, etc. We first embed each latent role into $emb(r_k)$ $(1 \leq k \leq K)$, which represents and encodes the latent interests of each role. Then, we split the specific representation for role $r_k$ at timestamp $i$ in domain A with Eq. 3

$$h^r_{A_i} = f^r_{A_i} \odot \hat{h}^r_{A_i} + (1 - f^r_{A_i}) \odot h_{A_{i-1} \rightarrow B},$$

where $\odot$ denotes element-wise multiplication. Mathematically, the representation $h^r_{A_i}$ is a combination of two representations $\hat{h}^r_{A_i}$ and $h_{A_{i-1} \rightarrow B}$ balanced by $f^r_{A_i}$. A higher value of $f^r_{A_i}$ means that item $A_i$ is more likely generated by $r_k$ and we should pay more attention to $r_k$’s related representation $\hat{h}^r_{A_i}$. A lower value of lower $f^r_{A_i}$ means that item $A_i$ might not be related to $r_k$ and we should inherit more information from previous time steps.

Next, we introduce the definitions of the three parts of Eq. 3 one by one.

(a) We propose a gating mechanism to implement $f^r_{A_i}$ in Eq. 4

$$f^r_{A_i} = \sigma(W_{fA} \cdot h_{A_i} + W_f \cdot h_{B_j} + U_f \cdot h_{A_{i-1} \rightarrow B} + V_f \cdot emb(r_k) + b_f),$$

where $\cdot$ means matrix multiplication; $W_{fA}, W_f, U_f$ and $V_f$ are the parameters; $b_f$ is the bias term; $h_{A_i}$ and $h_{B_j}$ are the mixed representations of domain $A$ and $B$ at timestamp $i$ and $j$, respectively. Note that $B_j$ is the last item from domain $B$ before $A_i$ in the mixed sequence. $h_{A_{i-1} \rightarrow B}$ is the previous output, which will be explained later (under item (c)). After the sigmoid function $\sigma$, each value of $f^r_{A_i}$ falls into $(0, 1)$. Thus, the gating score $f^r_{A_i}$ controls the amount of information of $r_k$ to transfer from domain $A$ to domain $B$. It should be noted that each latent representation $emb(r_k)$ indicates the distribution of user roles with similar interests under each account, and it does not explicitly represent a specific user.

(b) $\hat{h}^r_{A_i}$ is the candidate representation for $r_k$ at timestamp $i$ in domain $A$, which is computed based on the mixed representation $h_{A_i}$, the filtered previous output $h_{A_{i-1} \rightarrow B}$, and the user role $r_k$’s latent interest $emb(r_k)$, as shown in Eq. 5

$$\hat{h}^r_{A_i} = \tanh(W_h \cdot h_{A_i} + U_h \cdot h_{A_{i-1} \rightarrow B} + V_h \cdot emb(r_k) + b_h),$$

where $W_h, U_h$ and $V_h$ are the parameters; $b_h$ is the bias term.

(c) $h_{A_i \rightarrow B}$ is the final output of the cross-domain representation at timestamp $i$ from domain $A$ to domain $B$, which...
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is calculated by joining each role-specific representation $h_{rr}^k$:

$$h_{A,B} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} (h_{rr}^k).$$

(6)

Note that $h_{A,B}$ is recurrently updated with Eq. 5 and 6. Using Eq. 5 and 6 we obtain a sequence of representations $\langle h_{A_1,B}, \ldots, h_{A_N,B} \rangle$. We need to combine and transfer $\langle h_{A_1,B}, \ldots, h_{A_N,B} \rangle$ to domain $B$. We achieve this by employing another GRU to recurrently encode $h_{A,B}$ at each timestep to obtain $h_{(A-B)}$, as shown in Eq. 7:

$$h_{(A-B)} = \text{GRU}(h_{A,B}; h_{(A-B)}),$$

(7)

where $h_{A,B}$ is the representation filtered from domain $A$; $h_{(A-B)}$ is the previous transformed representation at timestep $i-1$. The initial state is also set to zero vectors, i.e., $h_{(A-B)} = 0$. We set the cross-domain representation from domain $A$ to domain $B$ (i.e., $h_{(A-B)}$) as the last timestamp representation $h_{(A-B)}$, where $N$ is sequence length of domain $A$.

D. PSJNet-II

In this subsection, we describe PSJNet-II, our second solution for SAC-SR. Unlike PSJNet-I, PSJNet-II is a “Split-and-Join” framework, which means that it first splits role-specific representations from the mixed user behavior at each timestamp. Then the role-specific representations are transformed to another domain. Finally, it joins the role-specific representations as cross-domain representations. Figure 4 provides an overview of PSJNet-II. PSJNet-II consists of four main components: (1) a sequence encoder (see Section III-B), (2) a split unit, and (4) a hybrid recommendation decoder (see Section III-C). PSJNet-II uses the same sequence encoder and matching decoder architectures as PSJNet-I. Please refer to Section III-B and III-C for details of the sequence encoder and the hybrid recommendation decoder. In this subsection, we focus on the core modules (i.e., the split unit and join unit) of PSJNet-II.

1) Split unit

The split unit is shown in Figure 5. The differences with the split-by-join unit of PSJNet-I are marked in yellow. As with PSJNet-I, PSJNet-II also assumes that there are $K$ latent roles under each account. We split the specific representation for role $r_k$ at timestamp $i$ in domain $A$ with Eq. 8:

$$h_{A_i} = f_{A_i}^r \odot h_{A_i}^r + f_{A_i}^t \odot h_{A_i}^t,$$

(8)

where $f_{A_i}^t$ is a special gate that handles the case when none of the information from $r_k$ at $i$ (i.e., $h_{A_i}^t$) is useful and we should inherit more information from previous time steps, see Eq. 9:

$$f_{A_i}^t = \sigma(W_{fA} \cdot h_{A_i} + W_{fB} \cdot h_{B_i} + U_f \cdot h_{A_i-1} + b_f).$$

(9)

We add a normalization constraint to force the sum of $f_{A_i}^r$ and $f_{A_i}^t$ to 1:

$$f_{A_i}^r + \sum_{k=1}^{K} f_{A_i}^t = 1.$$ 

(10)

We use similar definitions of $f_{A_i}^r$ (Eq. 4) and $h_{A_i}^t$ (Eq. 5) as in PSJNet-I, except that $h_{A_i}^t$ is replaced with $h_{A_i}^t$. The differences from split-by-join unit are two-fold. First, $h_{A_i}^t$ is not joined with respect to all roles. Second, instead of learning independent gates for different roles, we require that all gate values from all roles (and $f_{A_i}^t$) are summed to 1. After Eq. 8 we get a sequence of representations $\langle h_{A_1}, \ldots, h_{A_N} \rangle$ for each user role $r_k$. We combine and transfer $\langle h_{A_1}^t, \ldots, h_{A_N}^t \rangle$ to domain $B$ by employing another GRU, as shown in Eq. 11:

$$h_{(A-B)} = \text{GRU}(h_{A_i}^t; h_{(A-B)}),$$

(11)

where $h_{A_i}^t$ is the representation filtered from domain $A$ for role $r_k$.

2) Join unit

The join unit is shown in Figure 5. After the split unit, we obtain $K$ sequences of transformed representations $\langle h_{A_1}^t, \ldots, h_{A_N}^t \rangle$ from domain $A$ to domain $B$. To join them, we first compute a similarity matrix $S^j \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N}$.
between the transformed representations and the in-domain representations \(\langle h_{B_1}, \ldots, h_{B_M}\rangle\) from domain B. Each similarity \(S^I_{(i,j)}\) is computed with Eq. 12:

\[
S^I_{(i,j)} = v^T_S \cdot (W_i \cdot h^r_{(A \rightarrow B)i} + W_j \cdot h_{B_j}),
\]

where \(v^T_S\), \(W_i\) and \(W_j\) are parameters.

Then we pick the maximum similarity \(S^I_i\) between each \(h^r_{(A \rightarrow B)i}\) and all \(h_{B_j}\). \(S^I_i\) signifies that \(h^r_{(A \rightarrow B)i}\) is more representative for role \(r_k\) in domain B because it has the closest similarity to a representation \(h_{B_j}\) in domain B:

\[
S^I_i = \max_j S^I_{(i,j)}.
\]

We normalize \(S^I_i\) with softmax afterwards. Then we obtain representations for each role \(r_k\) in Eq. 14:

\[
h^r_{(A \rightarrow B)i} = \sum_{i=1}^N (S^I_i h^r_{(A \rightarrow B)i}).
\]

Finally, we get the cross-domain representation \(h_{(A \rightarrow B)}\) by joining \(\langle h^r_{(A \rightarrow B)i}, \ldots, h^r_{(A \rightarrow B)K}\rangle\) again with similar operations as in 12 and 14 but with a different similarity matrix \(S^{II} \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times K}\). Note that \(S^{II}\) is computed between \(\langle h^r_{(A \rightarrow B)1}, \ldots, h^r_{(A \rightarrow B)K}\rangle\) and \(\langle h_{B_1}, \ldots, h_{B_M}\rangle\) this time.

There are two strengths of PSJNet-II compared to PSJNet-I. First, the normalization (see Eq. 10) reduces the influence of some large gate values, thereby making the prediction more

Fig. 4: An overview of PSJNet-II. As before, the orange and blue colors represent different domains. Red, purple and green represent different user roles. Section III-D contains a walkthrough of the model.

Fig. 5: The split unit for \(r_k\) illustrated while transforming information from domain A to domain B.
A to B undergoes more fine-grained calculations. However, in the join unit of PSJNet-II, the cross-domain representation from domain A to B undergoes more fine-grained calculations. Information in the intermediate step is lost to some degree. However, in the join unit of PSJNet-II, the cross-domain representation from domain A to B is accurate. Second, the split-by-join unit of PSJNet-I uses the output of the last time step of GRU as the cross-domain representation from domain A to domain B. Information in the intermediate step is lost to some degree. However, in the join unit of PSJNet-II, the cross-domain representation from domain A to B is accurate. Second, the split-by-join unit of PSJNet-I uses the output of the last time step of GRU as the cross-domain representation from domain A to domain B.

E. Hybrid recommendation decoder

The hybrid recommendation decoder integrates hybrid information from both domains A and B to evaluate the recommendation probabilities of the candidate items. Specifically, it first gets the hybrid representation by concatenating the representation \( h_B \) from domain B and the transformed representation \( h_{(A \rightarrow B)} \) from domain A to domain B. Then, it evaluates the recommendation probability for each candidate item by calculating the matching of between the hybrid representation and the item-embedding matrix followed by a softmax function, as shown in Eq. (15):

\[
P(B_{j+1}|S) = \text{softmax} \left( W_I \cdot [h_B, h_{(A \rightarrow B)}] + b_I \right),
\]

where \( W_I \) is the embedding matrix of all items of domain B; \( b_I \) is the bias term.

F. Objective function

We employ the negative log-likelihood loss function to train PSJNet in each domain as follows:

\[
L_A(\theta) = -\frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{S \in S} \sum_{A \in S} \log P(A_{i+1} | S) \tag{16}
\]

\[
L_B(\theta) = -\frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{S \in S} \sum_{B \in S} \log P(B_{j+1} | S),
\]

where \( \theta \) are all the parameters of our model PSJNet and \( S \) are the sequence instances in the training set. In the case of joint learning, the final loss is a linear combination of both losses:

\[
L(\theta) = L_A(\theta) + L_B(\theta). \tag{17}
\]

All parameters as well as the item embeddings are learned in an end-to-end back-propagation training way.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Research questions

We seek to answer the following research questions in our experiments:

(RQ1) What is the performance of PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II on the SAC-SR task? Do they outperform the state-of-the-art methods in terms of Recall and MRR?

(RQ2) Which PSJNet variant is more effective in the SAC-SR task? PSJNet-I or PSJNet-II? What are the performances of different groups of methods, e.g., sequential and non-sequential recommendation methods?

(RQ3) What is the performance of PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II on different domains and different datasets? Do they improve the performance of both domains and datasets? Are the improvements equivalent?

B. Datasets

We need datasets that exhibit both shared-account and cross-domain characteristics to conduct experiments. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed PSJNet model, we build and release two new datasets, HAmazon and HVIDEO, respectively. We build the HAmazon dataset by simulating shared account characteristics using previously released Amazon datasets. HVIDEO has previously been used in [42] but we release it with this paper. Details of the two datasets are as follows:

- HAmazon: He and McAuley [22] have released an Amazon product dataset that contains product reviews (ratings, text, helpfulness votes) and metadata (descriptions, category information, price, brand, and image features) from Amazon. It includes 142.8 million reviews spanning the period May 1996–July 2014. The data contains user behavior from multiple domains. In this paper, we use data from two Amazon domains. The M-domain contains movie watching and rating behavior of Amazon users. The B-domain covers book reading and rating behavior of Amazon users. We collect user-id, item-id, rating, and timestamp from the data and conduct some preprocessing. We first order the items by time under each account. Then, we merge records of the same item watched/read by the same user with an adjacent timestamp. The number of items in M-domain is less than that in B-domain. To balance the number of items in the hybrid interaction sequence, we only keep items whose frequency is larger than 5 in the M-domain and 10 in the B-domain.

To satisfy cross-domain characteristics, we first find users whose behavior can be found in both the Amazon movie and book domains and then only keep users who have more than 10 records.

To simulate shared account characteristics, we first split the data into 6 consecutive intervals, 1996–2000, 2001–2003, 2004–2006, 2007–2009, 2010–2012, and 2013–2015. We split the data in this way because we assume that the interaction behavior under the same account should be in the same time period. This is also a routine operation of building and release two new datasets, HAmazon and HVIDEO, respectively. We build the HAmazon dataset by simulating shared account characteristics using previously released Amazon datasets. HVIDEO has previously been used in [42] but we release it with this paper. Details of the two datasets are as follows:

- HAmazon: He and McAuley [22] have released an Amazon product dataset that contains product reviews (ratings, text, helpfulness votes) and metadata (descriptions, category information, price, brand, and image features) from Amazon. It includes 142.8 million reviews spanning the period May 1996–July 2014. The data contains user behavior from multiple domains. In this paper, we use data from two Amazon domains. The M-domain contains movie watching and rating behavior of Amazon users. The B-domain covers book reading and rating behavior of Amazon users. We collect user-id, item-id, rating, and timestamp from the data and conduct some preprocessing. We first order the items by time under each account. Then, we merge records of the same item watched/read by the same user with an adjacent timestamp. The number of items in M-domain is less than that in B-domain. To balance the number of items in the hybrid interaction sequence, we only keep items whose frequency is larger than 5 in the M-domain and 10 in the B-domain.

To satisfy cross-domain characteristics, we first find users whose behavior can be found in both the Amazon movie and book domains and then only keep users who have more than 10 records.
many other works [1]. Then, we combine data from both domains by randomly merging 2, 3, or 4 users and their behavior in each interval as one shared account. Because each sequence has a lot of user behavior recorded over a long period of time, we split the sequences from each account into several small sequences with each containing watching/reading records within a year. We also require that each sequence contains at least 5 items from the M-domain and 2 items from the B-domain. The length of each sequence is between 4 and 60 with an average length of 31.29.

For evaluation, we use the last watched/read item in each sequence for each domain as the ground truth respectively. We randomly select 75% of all data as the training set, 15% as the validation set, and the remaining 10% as the test set. The statistics of the final dataset are shown in Table I. Note that although HAmazon can be used for experiments, it is not a SAC-SR dataset by nature. There are two shortcomings. First, the merged users do not naturally have the shared account characteristic. Second, the two domains are quite different and are not well correlated in content, which means that the items in different domains have little chance to reflect similar interests.

- **HVIDEO**: To facilitate future research for SAC-SR, we also release another dataset, HVIDEO, which exhibits shared-account and cross-domain characteristics by nature. HVIDEO is a smart TV dataset that contains watching logs of 260k users from October 1st 2016 to June 30th 2017. The logs are collected on two platforms (the V-domain and the E-domain) from a well-known smart TV service provider. The V-domain contains family video watching behavior including TV series, movies, cartoons, talent shows and other programs. The E-domain covers online educational videos based on textbooks from elementary to high school, as well as instructional videos on sports, food, medical, etc. On the two platforms, we gather user behavior, including which video is played, when a smart TV starts to play a video, and when it stops playing the video, and how long the video has been watched. Compared with previous datasets, HVIDEO contains rich and natural family behavior data generated in a natural shared account and cross-domain context. Therefore, it is very suitable for SAC-SR research. We conduct some preprocessing on the dataset. We first filter out users who have less than 10 watching records and whose watching time is less than 300 seconds. Then, we merge records of the same item watched by the same user with an adjacent time less than 10 minutes. After that, we combine data from different domains together in chronological order which is grouped by the same account. Because each account has a lot of logs recorded in a long time, we split the logs from each account into several small sequences with each containing 30 watching records. This is a common preprocessing operation in SR tasks [31, 35, 57]. And we require that the number of items in both domains must be greater than 5 in each sequence, which can ensure the sequences mix is high enough. For evaluation, we use the last watched item in each sequence for each domain as the ground truth, respectively. We randomly select 75% of all data as the training set, 15% as the validation set, and the remaining 10% as the test set. The statistics of the final dataset are shown in Table I.

### C. Baseline methods

For our contrastive experiments, we consider baselines from four categories: traditional, sequential, shared account, and cross-domain recommendations.

1) **Traditional recommendations.**

As traditional recommendation methods, we consider the following:

- **POP**: This method ranks items in the training set based on their popularity, and always recommends the most popular items. It is a very simple baseline, but it can perform well in certain domains and is frequently used as a baseline because of its simplicity [24].
- **Item-KNN**: The method computes a degree of item-to-item similarity that is defined as the number of co-occurrences of two items within sequences divided by the square root of the product of the number of sequences in which either item occurs. Items that are similar to the actual item will be recommended by this baseline. Regularization is included to avoid coincidental high similarities between rarely visited items [30].
- **BPR-MF**: This model is a commonly used matrix factorization method. This model cannot be applied directly to SRs, because new sequences do not have pre-computed feature vectors. Like [26], we apply it for sequential recommendations by representing a new sequence with the average latent factors of items that appeared in this sequence, i.e., we average the similarities of the feature vectors between a recommendable item and the items of the session so far.

2) **Shared account recommendations.**

There are some studies that explore shared account recommendations by first achieving user identification [30, 3]. However, they need extra information for user identification, e.g., some explicit ratings for movies or descriptions for some songs, even some textual descriptions for flight tickets, which is not available in our datasets. Therefore, we select a method that works on the IP-TV recommendation task that is similar to ours.

- **VUI-KNN**: This model encompasses an algorithm to decompose members in a composite account by mining different user interests over different time periods from logs [74]. The method first divides a day into time periods, so the logs of each account fall into the corresponding time period; logs in each time period are assumed to be generated by a virtual user that is represented by a 3-dimensional \{account × item × time\} vector. After that, cosine similarity is used to calculate similarity among virtual users, some of which are merged into a latent user. VUI deploys the User-KNN method to produce recommendations for these latent users.

3) **Cross-domain recommendations.**

For cross-domain recommendations, we choose two baseline methods.

- **NCF-MLP++**: This model uses a deep learning-based process to learn the inner product of the traditional collaborative
filtering by using a multilayer perceptron (MLP) [24]. We improve NCF-MLP by sharing the collaborative filtering in different domains. It is too time-consuming to rank all items with this method, because it needs to compute a score for each item one by one. We randomly sample four negative instances for each positive instance in the training process, and sample 3,000 negatives for each predicted target item in the test process, thus simplifying the task for this method.

- Conet: This is a neural transfer model across domains on the basis of a cross-stitch network [27, 46], where a neural collaborative filtering model [24] is employed to share information between domains.

4) Sequential recommendations.

Recently, a number of sequential recommendations methods have been proposed; RNN-based neural methods have outperformed traditional MC- or MDP-based methods. There are many RNN-based methods. In this paper, we consider two methods with somewhat similar architectures as PSJNet.

- GRU4REC: This model uses a GRU to encode sequential information. It uses a session-parallel mini-batch training process and employs ranking-based loss functions for learning the model [26].

- HGRU4REC: Quadrana et al. [50] propose this model based on RNNs which can deal with two cases: (1) user identifiers are present and propagate information from the previous sequence (user session) to the next, thus improving the recommendation accuracy, and (2) there are no past sessions (i.e., no user identifiers). The model is based on a hierarchical RNN, where the hidden state of a lower-level RNN at the end of one sequence is passed as input to a higher-level RNN, which is meant to predict a good initialization for the hidden state of the lower RNN for the next sequence.

D. Evaluation metrics

Recommender systems can only recommend a limited number of items at a time. The item a user might pick should be amongst the first few in the ranked list [50, 12, 25]. Commonly used metrics are MRR@20 and Recall@20 [52, 45]. We also report MRR@5, Recall@5 and MRR@10, Recall@10.

- Recall: The primary evaluation metric is Recall, which measures the proportion of cases when the relevant item is amongst the top ranked items in all test cases. Recall does not consider the actual rank of the item as long as it is amongst the recommendation list. This accords with certain real-world scenarios where there is no highlighting of recommendations and the absolute order does not matter [26].

- MRR: Another used metric is MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank), which is the average of reciprocal ranks of the relevant items. And the reciprocal rank is set to zero if the ground truth item is not in the list of recommendations. MRR takes the rank of the items into consideration, which is vital in settings where the order of recommendations matters. We choose MRR instead of other ranking metrics, because there is only one ground truth item for each recommendation; no ratings or grade levels are available. For significance testing we use a paired t-test with \( p < 0.05 \). Significance testing is calculated against the results of the PSJNet-I.

E. Implementation details

We set the item embedding size and GRU hidden state size to 90. We use dropout [58] with drop ratio \( \alpha = 0.8 \). These settings are chosen with grid search on the validation set. For the latent user size \( K \), we try different settings, an analysis of which can be found in Section VI-B. We initialize the model parameters randomly using the Xavier method [20]. We take Adam as our optimizing algorithm. For the hyper-parameters of the Adam optimizer, we set the learning rate \( \alpha = 0.001 \). We also apply gradient clipping [49] with range \([-5, 5]\) during training. To speed up the training and converge quickly, we use mini-batch size 64. We test the model performance on the validation set for every epoch. Both PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II are implemented in Tensorflow and trained on a GeForce GTX TitanX GPU.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To answer RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3, we report the results of PSJNet compared with the baseline methods on the HAmazon and HVIDEO datasets, as shown in Table I and III, respectively. From the tables, we can see that both PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II outperform all baselines in terms of MRR and Recall for all reported values. Below, we discuss several insights we obtain from Table I and III so as to answer our research questions.

### Table I: Statistics of the datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>HAmazon</th>
<th>HVIDEO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-domain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Items</td>
<td>67,161</td>
<td>16,407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Logs</td>
<td>4,406,924</td>
<td>227,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-domain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Items</td>
<td>126,547</td>
<td>3,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Logs</td>
<td>4,287,240</td>
<td>177,758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Overlapped-users</td>
<td>13,724</td>
<td>13,714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Sequences</td>
<td>289,160</td>
<td>134,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Training-sequences</td>
<td>204,477</td>
<td>102,182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Validation-sequences</td>
<td>49,814</td>
<td>18,966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Test-sequences</td>
<td>34,869</td>
<td>13,201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We believe that those performance improvements are due to the fact that PSJNet considers two important factors (shared-account and cross-domain) with its parallel modeling architecture and two main components for as part of its end-to-end recommendation model, namely the “split” and “join”. With these three modules, PSJNet is able to model user interests more accurately by leveraging complementary information from both domains and improve recommendation performance in both domains. We will analyze the effects of the three modules in more depth in Section VI-A.

### B. Comparing two versions of PSJNet with different groups of methods (RQ2)

Generally, PSJNet-II outperforms PSJNet-I on both datasets. Specifically, PSJNet-II outperforms PSJNet-I in terms of most metrics on both domains on the HVIDEO dataset, especially for MRR@5 and Recall@5. Since both PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II adopt the parallel modeling architecture, we can conclude that the superiority of PSJNet-II over PSJNet-I mainly comes from the separate modeling of “split” and “join”. We will show this in more depth in Section VI-A.
values of PSJNet-II are the best but the Recall values are lower than those of PSJNet-I on the HAmazon dataset. This is because we simulate the shared-account characteristic by merging 2, 3 or 4 users, in which the users under the same account do not have shared interests in most cases. Therefore, PSJNet-II does not have advantages over PSJNet-I on the HAmazon dataset, improving the recall value is difficult for PSJNet-II.

We can also see that RNN-based methods (e.g., GRU4REC, HGRU4REC, and our PSJNet) perform much better than traditional methods, which demonstrates that RNN-based methods are good at dealing with sequential information. They are able to learn better dense representations of the data through non-linear modeling, which we assume is able to provide a higher level of abstraction. The shared account and cross-domain baselines (e.g., VUI-KNN, NCF-MLP++ and Conet) perform much worse than PSJNet. They also perform substantially worse than HGRU4REC. This is because these shared account and cross-domain baselines ignore sequential information; VUI-KNN only considers the length of watching time, and NCF-MLP++ and Conet do not use any time information. Another reason is that NCF-MLP++ and Conet just map each overlapped account in both domains to the same latent space to calculate the user-item similarity. However, the existence of shared accounts makes it difficult to find the same latent space for different latent user roles under one account. Besides, VUI-KNN is not a deep learning method and it simply distinguishes user roles based on the fixed divided time periods in a day, which means it assumes there is only one family member in each time period. However, in the smart TV scenario, many people usually watch programs together [74]. This situation cannot be captured very well by VUI-KNN. And it requires the specific time of user behavior in a day in order to distinguish different user roles. That is why we cannot use it to obtain results on the HAmazon dataset because there is no such information. In contrast, PSJNet can extract components of each hidden user role according to their viewing records in another domain with the “split” module. The results of BPR-MF are lower than of POP, which indicates that most items users watched are very popular, which is in line with the phenomenon that people like to pursue popular items in the video and book recommendation scenarios.

C. Contrasting the performance on different domains and different datasets (RQ3)

The Recall values of PSJNet on the HAmazon dataset are comparable on the two domains while the Recall values on the V-domain are higher than those on the E-domain on the HVIDEO dataset. This is also true for the other methods. We believe that this is because of data balance issues. On the HAmazon dataset, the data is generally balanced on two domains. Most accounts have an equal amount of data on both domains. This means that the models can learn pretty well with data from just one domain. Cross-domain information is not that important: the increase of PSJNet on the HAmazon dataset is relatively small. However, the situation is different on the HVIDEO dataset. Most accounts have much more data on the V-domain due to its content diversity; because of this, models can better learn user’s viewing characteristics on the V-domain. Therefore, on the HAmazon dataset, the space for improvement on both domains is smaller than on the HVIDEO dataset.

Additionally, comparing PSJNet with the best baseline, HGRU4REC, we find that the largest increase on the E-domain is larger than on the V-domain. The largest increase in MRR is 1.69% on the V-domain and 2.29% on the E-domain. And for the Recall values, the largest increase is 3.45% on the V-domain, and 7.67% on the E-domain. This shows that the space for potential improvements on the V-domain is smaller than on the E-domain after considering shared account and cross-domain information.

Also, the increases in MRR and Recall are different on the two datasets. On the HAmazon dataset, there is no significant difference for both MRR and Recall from @5 to @20. This means that PSJNet can already predict the ground truth item within the top-5 for most cases. This is not true on the HVIDEO dataset, especially on the E-domain. Specifically, the largest increase is 2.25% for MRR from the top-5 to the top-20, and 24.78% for Recall.

VI. Analysis

A. Ablation study

In this subsection, we report on an ablation study to verify how well the parallel modeling schema, with the “split” and “join” units, improves the recommendation performance. The results are shown in Table IV and V. PSJNet (-PSJ) is the PSJNet-I or PSJNet-II without all three parts, which degenerates into GRU4REC except that PSJNet (-PSJ) is jointly trained on two domains. PSJNet-I (-SJ) is PSJNet-I without “split-by-join” unit. PSJNet-II (-S) is PSJNet-II without the “split” unit and PSJNet-II (-J) is PSJNet-II without the “join” unit (i.e., replacing the “join” unit by summing up the outputs from the “split” unit). We can draw the following conclusions from the results.

First, almost all the best results are almost all from PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II, which demonstrates the effectiveness of combining all three parts. The three parts bring about 7% (MRR) and 1%–3% (Recall) improvements on the M-domain of HAmazon, and around 4% (MRR) and 4%–10% (Recall) on both domains of HVIDEO. Additionally, we see that PSJNet (-PSJ) gets the lowest performance amongst these methods, while it still outperforms most of the baselines listed in Table I and III. In summary, then, combining information from an auxiliary domain is useful. The MRR improvements are larger on HAmazon while the Recall improvements are larger on HVIDEO. This is due to the different characteristics of different domains. Take the two domains in HVIDEO for example. Almost all members have viewing records in the V-domain. However, items on the E-domain are mostly educational programs, so children take up a large proportion, and their educational interests are relatively fixed. As a result, the information extracted from the V-domain mostly belongs to children, which is less helpful because we already have enough data on the E-domain to learn such features in most cases.
TABLE IV: Analysis of the contribution of the parallel modeling, split unit and join unit on the HAMazon dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>M-domain recommendation</th>
<th>B-domain recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@5 @10 @20</td>
<td>@5 @10 @20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet (-PSJ)</td>
<td>MRR Recall</td>
<td>MRR Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.26</td>
<td>77.44 77.51</td>
<td>82.22 83.52 84.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-I (-SJ)</td>
<td>83.30 83.32 83.33</td>
<td>84.03 84.20 84.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-II (-S)</td>
<td>83.55 83.59 83.60</td>
<td>84.61 84.90 85.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-II (-J)</td>
<td>82.28 82.35 82.38</td>
<td>84.02 84.52 84.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-I</td>
<td>83.91 83.94 83.95</td>
<td>84.91 85.13 85.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-II</td>
<td>84.01 84.04 84.05</td>
<td>84.88 85.10 85.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PSJNet (-PSJ) is PSJNet without parallel modeling, i.e., no cross-domain representations are used for recommendations. Without parallel modeling, both PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II become the same PSJNet (-PSJ). PSJNet-I (-SJ) is PSJNet-I without “split-by-join” unit. Because “split-by-join” is an indivisible unit, there is no PSJNet-I (-S) or PSJNet-I (-J). PSJNet-II (-S) is PSJNet-II without the “split” unit and PSJNet-II (-J) is PSJNet-II without the “join” unit.

TABLE V: Analysis of the contribution of the parallel modeling, split unit and join unit on the HVIDEO dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>V-domain recommendation</th>
<th>E-domain recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@5 @10 @20</td>
<td>@5 @10 @20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet (-PSJ)</td>
<td>MRR Recall</td>
<td>MRR Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.02 78.17</td>
<td>78.28</td>
<td>80.13 81.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-I (-SJ)</td>
<td>78.59 78.85</td>
<td>78.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-II (-S)</td>
<td>81.61 81.85</td>
<td>81.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-II (-J)</td>
<td>81.76 81.98</td>
<td>82.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-I</td>
<td>80.51 80.80</td>
<td>80.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-II</td>
<td>81.97 82.20</td>
<td>82.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use the same conventions as in Table IV.

Second, generally parallel modeling brings the most improvements followed by the “split” and “join” units. Specifically, PSJNet-I achieves around 5% (MRR) and 2% (Recall) improvements on the M-domain of HAMazon with the parallel modeling while further improvements with the “split-by-join” unit are just around 0.6% (MRR) and 1% (Recall). Similar results can be found on the B-domain of HAMazon and E-domain of HVIDEO. We believe this is because the model is already able to leverage information from both domains to achieve recommendations with the parallel modeling schema. It is further improved by taking other factors, e.g., shared-account characteristics, into account in order to better leverage the cross-domain information. This is why the “split” and “join” units are able to further improve the results over the parallel modeling schema. An exception is that the “split” and “join” units achieve more improvements than the parallel modeling on the V-domain of HVIDEO for PSJNet-I. We think the reason is that PSJNet-I (-SJ) cannot effectively use the cross-domain information without the “split-by-join” unit, while PSJNet-II (-S) is better because the function of “split” unit is replaced by the “join” unit to some extent. The same is true for PSJNet-II (-J). This could be verified by the fact that both PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II get big improvements with both units with neither, while the improvements are smaller than with one unit for PSJNet-II.

Third, the “split” unit is generally more effective than the “join” unit for PSJNet-II as we find that the gap between PSJNet-II and PSJNet-II (-J) is smaller than between PSJNet-II and PSJNet-II (-S). On the one hand, this shows that the “split” unit plays a more important role which addresses the challenge raised by shared accounts, i.e., filtering out information of some user roles that might be useful for another domain from the mixed user behaviors. On the other hand, the results also show that the current “join” unit is not effective enough as directly summing up the outputs from the “split” unit also achieves competitive performance, and/or the improvement space of the “join” unit is limited.

B. Influence of the hyperparameter $K$

Both PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II introduce a hyperparameter $K$ in the “split” unit which corresponds to the number of latent user roles. We carry out experiments to study how setting $K$ affects the recommendation performance of PSJNet on both datasets, and whether the best $K$ is the same under all situations and accords with reality. Taking into account common sizes of families, we consider $K = 1,...,5$, and compare different values of $K$ while keeping other settings unchanged. The results are shown in Table VI and VII.

First, we see that the best values in terms of MRR and Recall are achieved when $K = 4, 5$ for PSJNet-I and $K = 1, 3$ for PSJNet-II. We believe that this is because PSJNet-II models different user roles separately. Similar users may have the similar user role, thus PSJNet-II performs better when the number of $k$ is lower, which demonstrates the different trends of PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II. This is consistent with the size of modern families on HVIDEO and the simulation settings on HAMazon. For PSJNet-I, the lowest MRR and Recall values are achieved when $K = 1$. But for PSJNet-II, the gap between the best and worst performances is much smaller, which indicates that PSJNet-II is less sensitive to $K$ than PSJNet-I.
This framework, we have reformulated π allows us to come up with a better performing model. Under π previous proposal (sion to our previous work [42]. We have generalized over the join schemes. Experimental results demonstrate that PSJNet outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of MRR and Recall. We have also conducted extensive analysis experiments to show the effectiveness of the two PSJNet variants.

A limitation of PSJNet is that it works better only when we have shared information in two domains that are complementary to each other. Otherwise, PSJNet only achieves comparable performance with state-of-the-art methods for shared account and/or cross-domain recommendations.

As to future work, PSJNet can be advanced in several directions. First, we assume the same number of latent user roles under each account in this study. This can be further improved by automatically detecting the number of user roles, e.g., adaptively setting the number of family members in smart TV scenarios. Second, we have focused on the architecture of PSJNet and have not explored alternative choices for some of its main ingredients (e.g., encoders, decoders and loss directions). First, we assume the same number of latent user account and/or cross-domain recommendations.

Second, the distribution of the best results of PSJNet-I on two different datasets is consistent, i.e., the best K values are basically the same, and so is PSJNet-II. But PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II have different best results on the same dataset. On the one hand, this demonstrates the performance stability of both PSJNet-I and PSJNet-II. On the other hand, this is also a clue that both models identify K as the potential user roles under each account, which verifies our assumption.

Third, although K can affect the recommendation performance, the influence is limited. As we can see that the largest gaps between the best and worst performances are 1.94% (MRR) and 0.56% (Recall) on HAmazon, 0.78% (MRR) and 1.21% (Recall) on HVIDEO. This is because even if K = 1, 2, our models still consider the information of all members except that some members are modeled as a single latent user role.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have studied the task of SAC-SR and proposed an extension to our previous work [42]. We have generalized over the previous proposal (π-Net) with a more general framework that allows us to come up with a better performing model. Under this framework, we have reformulated π-Net as PSJNet-I and proposed a new instantiation, PSJNet-II, with different split-join schemes. Experimental results demonstrate that PSJNet outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of MRR and Recall. We have also conducted extensive analysis experiments to show the effectiveness of the two PSJNet variants.

TABLE VI: Analysis of the hyperparameter K on the HAmazon dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K values</th>
<th>M-domain recommendation</th>
<th>B-domain recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRR @5 @10 @20</td>
<td>MRR @5 @10 @20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>82.45 82.52 82.54</td>
<td>84.23 84.69 85.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>83.35 83.40 83.41</td>
<td>84.66 85.02 85.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>83.65 83.68 83.70</td>
<td>84.81 85.08 85.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>83.91 83.94 83.95</td>
<td>84.91 85.13 85.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>83.73 83.76 83.78</td>
<td>84.82 85.08 85.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>84.33 84.36 84.37</td>
<td>85.01 85.19 85.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>84.08 84.12 84.13</td>
<td>84.92 85.15 85.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>84.03 84.06 84.07</td>
<td>84.92 85.12 85.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>84.01 84.04 84.05</td>
<td>84.88 85.10 85.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>82.34 82.42 82.44</td>
<td>84.06 84.63 84.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VII: Analysis of the hyperparameter K on the HVIDEO dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K values</th>
<th>V-domain recommendation</th>
<th>E-domain recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRR @5 @10 @20</td>
<td>MRR @5 @10 @20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80.19 80.50 80.66</td>
<td>82.85 85.15 87.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>80.48 80.75 80.91</td>
<td>83.08 85.06 87.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80.53 80.79 80.93</td>
<td>83.34 85.31 87.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>80.51 80.80 80.95</td>
<td>83.22 85.34 87.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>80.60 80.86 81.02</td>
<td>83.25 85.19 87.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSJNet-II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>81.93 82.18 82.32</td>
<td>84.33 86.17 88.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>81.80 82.04 82.17</td>
<td>84.26 86.05 87.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>81.86 82.08 82.20</td>
<td>84.14 85.80 87.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>81.97 82.20 82.32</td>
<td>84.32 86.11 87.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>81.78 82.02 82.14</td>
<td>83.99 85.67 87.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
it is completely practicable to extend this work to multiple domains by adjusting the “split” and “join” units slightly, e.g., one “split” for each pair of domains.
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